4th Annual Charity Golf Event Big Success!
RBTK just celebrated its 4th Annual Charity Golf
Tournament at the beautiful Rancho Bernardo Inn,
which proved to be another huge success. Raising
over $13,000 to benefit the Rancho Family YMCA
and Bayside Community Center, the event will make
a positive impact on the San Diego community. A
day of golf, some great camaraderie, a raffle, and
both silent and live auctions demonstrate that giving
back can be fun. The success of the event can be
attributed to the many golfers and sponsors who
stood up, including RBTK, Mighty 1080 AM, Alliant,
ThinOptics, the YMCA, Bayside Community Center,
Kincaid Industries, Skyline Home Loans, Primary Kneads Massage and Wellness Spa, MSK
Construction, eLiveLife, The PatioGroup, CNA Surety, Sports Clips, Rita’s Italian Ice, Johnson
Finch & McClure Construction Inc., Barney & Barney, Charles Lee Photography, Alliant Group,
SpearHall Advertising & PR, Gould Electric Inc., and LL Printers.

If I Knew Then What I Know Now
We can all agree that if we knew then what we know now, we may have done things a little
differently. From this comes one important lesson learned; sometimes we need to take a step
back and appreciate the present instead of constantly dwelling on the past and looking to the
future. Looking back on the past with “could have’s” and “should have’s” leads us to forget
about the growth we have made as individuals and we forget to cherish the present moment.
Every single day presents a new opportunity, a new chance for growth and learning. As
adults, it’s hard to take a step back and live life on a day-to-day basis without thinking about
the past and future. What we need to remember is that we are still the same person and each
day still gives us new opportunities. There are milestones in life that everyone dreams of
reaching, but the best part of life is the simple pleasures of every day. For this, we should be
celebrating our daily accomplishments, no matter how small.
Whether it is success in business, raising a family, or our many friendships, we need to learn
how to cherish our successes as well as our failures. A life without mistakes deprives us from
growth to become better, smarter people who are constantly pushing the limits of success.
Take a leap of faith and stop fearing the “could have’s” or “should have’s” because progress
can only be made by doing and there is no better time to start than right now.
We are half way through the year, so focus on making the rest of 2015 your best year yet.
Use this moment to take a deep breath. Look at your family and your friends, value this
moment, and have a great rest of 2015!

Wealth Building Hour Radio Guests
Our May show featured Keith Padgett, CEO of Pro Kids Golf Academy, a nonprofit
organization that helps kids develop into driven and successful young adults through golf and
mentoring. Keith discussed how he became involved with nonprofits as well as the business
aspects of running a successful nonprofit. To hear hisinterview,
visit http://tinyurl.com/nezahvd.
The next guest up for June is real estate tycoon Terry Moore, with ACI Commercial Real
Estate Services, who has closed over 300 escrows and has made radio appearances on
RealTalk Radio and SD Business Today. Terry has also taught Investment Real Estate at
UCSD and has won numerous awards in the real estate field.
July’s guest is renowned real estate economist Alan Nevin, the Director of Economic and
Market Research at Xpera Group. This is a show you do not want to miss. Alan is the go-to
guy for information on the economy here in San Diego and is considered one of the very best
experts in the field.

About RBTK
Since its beginnings in 1981, RBTK has evolved and sustained a thriving business dedicated
to fulfilling its mission of building quality relationships and providing clients with the ability to
obtain its long-term financial and business goals. Specializing in tax services, financial
reporting, business and financial consulting, RBTK offers a full spectrum of accounting,
business and tax advisory services. With extensive understanding and knowledge of today's
complex financial marketplace, RBTK can efficiently plan client’s financial future including
retirement, investment, estate and income planning as well as risk and cash management.
Rosner Brown Touchstone & Keller is located at 4909 Murphy Canyon Road, Suite 120, San
Diego, CA 92123. For more information call (858) 430-0300 or visit http://www.rbtk-cpa.com.

